THE OU IMPACT ACCELERATOR

identifies and advances leading Jewish nonprofit startups. Through education, mentorship, and collaboration, we accelerate ventures that are addressing our greatest communal challenges.

Join us in honoring Cohort I of the OU Impact Accelerator. You’ll see the impact firsthand as these nonprofit startups share their innovative work and growth through the Accelerator experience.

PROGRAM

- 5:00 Welcome & Cocktails
- 5:15 Opening Remarks & Keynote
- 6:00 Venture Presentations
- 7:00 – 8:00 Networking & Refreshments

OU IMPACT ACCELERATOR

To learn more about our initiative: ou.org/accelerator

SEE THE IMPACT

THE OU IMPACT ACCELERATOR DEMO DAY 2019

SEPTEMBER 11, 2019 • 5-8 PM
BEDFORD ON PARK • 61 EAST 34TH STREET, NY, NY
COUVERT: $100 • RSVP AT OU.ORG/ACCELERATOR/DINNER
NechamaComfort supports families who have suffered miscarriage, stillbirth or infant loss. Services include immediate help at the time of the loss and ongoing individual, family, and group support.

Imadi empowers families facing mental health difficulties by providing support, advocacy, and guidance.

Yedei Moshe helps at-risk youth by finding them employment. It matches at-risk youth and employers and provides personal mentoring and support for both to help facilitate success.

GrowTorah builds educational Torah garden programs for Jewish schools and communal organizations to cultivate a more passionate, compassionate, and sustainable Jewish future driven by Torah values.

TorahAnytime records Torah lectures given around the world and uploads the footage to its website for anyone in the world to watch or listen to, free of charge.